Students speak

Best four years of a teenagers life during which he
transforms from a school boy to man are achieved by
him in a college. I was one of the lucky people who
got to be a part of something that was going to be
huge in the coming years. I learnt a way of living life
that helpeds me to achieve a platform socially as well
as academically.
Jay Shah
Electronics & Communication
On the first day of my college when I entered
in the College, I was inspired by the slogan of
Mahatma Gandhi in the entrance plaza, “Be the
change you want to see in the world. Choosing
the mechanical branch was a huge challenge,
but with the support of faculties of ITM I managed
to pass all the semesters. ITM has provided me a
way of life that will help me in future.
Dhaval Gohil
Mechanical Engineering

ITM Universe will stay in my
heart forever. I am scared of
life without my college. It has
become such an important
part of my existence. Here I
learnt not only to study but
also to live a professional life.
Really the journey has been
amazing.
ITM has completed just 4 years,
but the progress it has made is
excellent. The campus is beautiful.
The environment for students is full of
encouragement and creativity. I can
proudly say, I am a student of first
batch of ITM.

Faiyaz Railey
Mechanical Engineering

Mrugen Joshi
Mechanical Engineering

Chintan Shah
CSE (2011-15)

I came to this college with lots
of hopes of doing something
new. I selected this college
because of its campus. Now
I am feeling proud to say that
ITM is different from other
institutes. Lastly I found TAP
Cell to be really helpful. The
TAP Cell tried to place us
in different companies and
finally I got placed in INOX
India Limited. Thanks to ITM
Universe because of their
efforts I am where I am.
Harshal Prajapati
Mechanical Engineering
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Here I learnt everything with the
support of faculties. The technical
and cultural fest Illuminati was
awesome. We laughed, cried but all
the moments we enjoyed with friends
will remain immortal forever. One thing
I would like tell to all future students
is that “Study and have fun in ITM”
Thanks to ITM for giving us a bunch
of good memories. I have no more
words to say.

My journey had started 4 years back from now. It
was my decision to choose ITM for my graduation
which proved to be a masterstroke. ITM is different
from other institutes in terms of infrastructure and
teaching resources. ITM conducts different types
of training programs which keeps ITM in sync with
industry expectations. My experience with ITM has
been good and to become a mechanical engineer
from this institute is an honor.
Hari Patel
Mechanical Engineering

I had the best 4 years of my life.
Here I learnt many new things.
ITM has provided me a platform to
gain life values that I wouldn’t have
learned anywhere else. I thankful to
ITM Universe for such a wonderful
opportunity.
Swapnil Phanse
Electronics & Communication

ITM has a green campus, one can feel the rare air
of creativity and innovation in its culture. Culture of
ITM is a combination of technical as well as artistic
skills. Organizing sculpture symposium every year
shows interest of institution in various arts along
with education. ITM universe organizes seminars,
research papers publication, conferences which
helps students in enhancing their personality as well
as knowledge. Management of ITM always works
hard to bridge gap between industry and institution.
Vatsal Talati
Electronics & Communication
The first stepping stone towards my
excellence in the field of my interest
was provided by ITM. Being an
engineer, I was encouraged by the
experienced faculty members that
made my focus sharp and helped me
to set my goals. ITM clubs helped me
to explore my talent, which helped me
participate in extracurricular activities
along with academics. I thank ITM
from bottom of my heart for such warm
and lovely 4 years.
Omkar Patwardhan
Electrical Engineering

Life in ITM Is a great experience. It’s not just only
about classroom knowledge but It’s more than
that, you get practical lectures from industry
people. One Special thing about ITM is you get
to explore Art & Music. ITM has given me the
confidence to speak in front of any one. For me
entrepreneurship lectures and workshops at ITM
has motivated me for the self employment.
Shivam Soni
Mechanical Engineering

ITM has good background and
management. The reason behind creative
and dynamic atmosphere of ITM universe is
our highly qualified HOD’s and professors.
I am grateful to ITM for providing me such
opportunities to learn something in field of
entrepreneurship development and provided
me avenues to nurture my skills in NCC and
to do extracurricular activities, including my
course of electrical engineering.
Shrey Sharma
Electrical Engineering

I have experienced the best 4 years
of my life at ITM Universe, Vadodara.
It has helped me to built up my
overall personality and boost up my
confidence through the exposures
which it has provided. Being a part of
the first batch of ITM at Vadodara, I
have witnessed the substantial growth
of this college. My journey here
has always been one which I would
cherish for my entire life.
Vidit Patel
Mechanical Engineering

ITM has trained me not only with
theoretical knowledge but has also
provided practical exposure which
has helped me to develop into a
thorough professional.

My first impression of ITM
Universe was very good. I felt
that this is the best college
for doing Engg. After taking
admission in ITM, I have
enjoyed college life and
gained technical knowledge. I
will never forget these college
days. ITM has provided me
with the best facilities and
Infrastructure.

Nigam Parikh
Civil Engineering

Vishva Patel
Electrical (2011-15)
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